How to Create an Embroidery Design Placement Template
By Susan P. Nelson
Create Placement Template from Design Printout (Susan’s Method)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print out a 100% scale design from embroidery software.
Extend center lines to edges of paper
Place hoop over printout and align center lines with the Inner Hoop center line markers.
Draw the inner hoop inner perimeter on the printout (red line in illustration below right.)
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5. Remove inner hoop; cut out the template on the inner hoop perimeter lines, the red line in illustration.
6. Pin this template to the fabric, placing the design where desired.
7. Place the inner Hoop over the template. (Strips of 2-sided tape on underside of inner hoop help hold hoop
in place on project.)
8. Move this assembly to the outer Hoop and insert it, beginning at the top of the hoop and working down
the sides and bottom to where the adjustment screw is located.
9. Place hoop on the machine; use the move or ‘precise positioning’ function to refine placement in hoop.
10. Remove the template before starting the embroidery.

Create Placement Template from Design Test Stitch-Out (Susan’s Method)
1. Before removing hoop from the test stitch-out mark the hoop alignment points (i.e., center point on each side
of inner hoop) on the stitchout.
2. Draw around the inner perimeter of the inner hoop.
3. Remove the stitch out from the hoop; Draw the cross hairs to mark the center of embroidery field; Cut out
the template on the inner hoop inner perimeter lines.
4. Follow steps 6 through 10 above.

Create Placement Template from Design Baste Stitch-Out (Susan’s Method)
1. Hoop scrap fabric. Use BASTE function on machine to stitch out the perimeter of the design.
2. Follow steps 1 through 4 (…from Design Test Stitch-Out) above.
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4. Put strips of two-sided tape on the
t
backside
of the inner hoop. The
tackiness will help hold the hoop to
the project fabric.
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